
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

‘Fraser Island Dingoes- four vital issues!                                                                        

Dingoes need to be fed. Too many visitors.                                                

Incompetent management by QPWS who say                                                 

they do wildlife surveys, results not available!                                     

Concerns about surveys to determine what                                             

species are left with publicly available results.’                                              

RIP Pat ~ The late most missed Pat O’Brien 

We have moved back to Ross House - 247 Flinders Lane, Melbourne 3000 Vic. Address                                                      

all mail to us here. We now face monthly costs so we ask all of you members/ supporters to                                                       

please pay your annual AWPC Membership and make a Tax Deductible donation to help us                                                      

protect native animals. Thank you for your support and help. Contact details remain the same!                                                  

Our Office is located on Floor 3-take the lift and you will see where we are. We’ll be in there                                                                       

each Wednesday if you want to drop in to say hello. We have many AWPC items for sale-                                                        

AWPC note pads 4$, Books The Kangaroo Betrayed 8$;  Kangaroo Myths & Realities 20$,                                         

Kangaroo Trail Maps 2$, Kangaroo Tee Shirts, 20$ each women’s and Men’s 22$ each.                                                          

Please pay by dropping the money in the AWPC tin on our Desk. Thank you very much! 

Feb 9, 2015 Federal Labor MP for Wills, Kelvin Thomson, spoke on barbaric practice of                                              

canned hunting. Animals listed under Convention on International Trade in Endangered                                                     

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, CITES appendices I, II, III; Australia is a signatory.                                                      

Canned hunting must be banned from importation into Australia. He said we should change                                                     

the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act to not only stop imports of                                                                 

canned hunted African lion body parts but stop all species listed under CITES Appendix 1,                                                                

Appendix II and Appendix III from being imported unless approved by Environment Minister.                                                                                                  

Re: Kangaroo management:        

    Justin Kerswell VIVA: “I’m aware Government figures are guesstimates used to justify                                                                            

quotas. It’s essential we’re aware of them. Accurate figures will help us raise uncomfortable                                                                                  

questions for those who profit from the kangaroo industry - and help us in the UK tackle                                                 

those who continue to sell kangaroo meat as a ‘bit of fun’. It’d be good for us to get answers                                                                 

about this failure by Government to collate these figures at a national level (and make them                                        

available as they did until 2011/2012). It smacks of a lack of transparency.                                                                  

 Incompetence at best; potentially it means they have something to hide!                                                                                                         

Ray Mjadwesch says “There’s something to hide there all right. Note the anomaly between                                             

the file Louise sent (recent data file includes a statement from the commonwealth regulators                                               

‘prior to 2008 a small number of whiptail wallabies were shot in Queensland’. The old-data                                             

file shows they shot hundreds of thousands of them, basically until there were no more left!                                                        

- Numbers provide model of typical over-harvest scenario (build capacity, peak, crash).                                             

X Love Maryland     Good Luck to everyone and to all of us in our new old home! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

World Wildlife Day  
3 March 2015 
"Getting serious about wildlife crime means enrolling the support of all sections of society 

involved in the production and consumption of wildlife products, which are widely used as medicines, food, building 

materials, furniture, cosmetics, clothing and accessories."                    Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon                                                                                                                                                          

                                                           

A white tiger in Nandankan Wildlife Sanctuary in 

 Bhubaneshwar, India. UN Photo/John Isaac 

World Wildlife Day is an opportunity to celebrate the many beautiful and varied forms of wild 
fauna & flora- to raise awareness of the multitude of benefits that conservation provides to 

people. The Day reminds us of the urgent need to step up the fight against wildlife crime, which 

has wide-ranging economic, environmental and social impacts.  

Wildlife has an intrinsic value and contributes to the ecological, genetic, social, 

economic, scientific, educational, cultural, recreational and aesthetic aspects of 

sustainable development and human well-being.                                                                                                
For these reasons, all member States, the United Nations system and other international 

organizations, as well as civil society, non-governmental organizations and individuals, are 

invited to observe and to get involved in this global celebration of wildlife. Local 
communities can play a positive role in helping to curb illegal wildlife trade.The secretariat of 

the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES), in collaboration with other relevant United Nations organizations, facilitates the 

implementation of World Wildlife Day. With 180 Member States, CITES remains one of the 

world's most powerful tools for biodiversity  conservation through the regulation of trade in 

wild fauna and flora.   

Background                                                                                                                                                                          
On 20 December 2013, the Sixty-eighth session of the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 3 March as 

World Wildlife Day to celebrate and raise awareness of the world’s wild fauna and flora. The date is the day of the 

adoption of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) in 1973, 

which has an important role in ensuring that international trade does not threaten the species’ survival. 

Previously, 3 March had been designated as World Wildlife Day in a resolution made at the 16th meeting of the 

Conference of the Parties to CITES (CoP16) held in Bangkok from 3 to 14 March 2013. The CITES resolution was 

sponsored by the Kingdom of Thailand, the Host of CITES CoP16, which transmitted the outcomes of CITES CoP16 

to the UN General Assembly.                                                                                                               Hi Maryland 

from Chris Townend                                                                                                                                                                            

I was pleased to note that the UN has a World Wildlife Day on 3 March. Here’s the link:     

  http://www.un.org/en/events/wildlifeday/index.shtml                                                                                                       

Isn’t it farcical that it is permitted to slaughter the kangaroo when the UN says how important wildlife is, and 

when India has a law which prohibits anybody from killing any wild animal, no matter how much damage they 

do to crops.                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                   Our wildlife 

deserves respect, not 'harvesting'                                                                                    It is not a 

logical argument for Michael Archer (SMH 29/11/10) to claim that 'sustainable wild harvesting' of kangaroos is a  

'conservation strategy.' Time and again this fallacious statement has been made, based on the false premise that if 

something has a monetary value, it will somehow be more greatly respected. All the bitzer dogs  and moggies owned 

by Australians don't have any monetary value, but  are loved because of their intrinsic worth. If the carcasses of the  

four million kangaroos which are legally permitted to be slaughtered  this year, were laid end to end they would reach 

all the way from  Sydney to Perth.  

Contrast that with India where wildlife is completely  protected. In India elephants kill about 200 people a year and 

damage untold numbers of crops, but they are declared a 'national heritage' and can only be killed by a licensed 

wildlife officer if the animal becomes dangerous. Clause 51A of the Indian Constitution states that 'it shall be the 

fundamental duty of every Indian citizen to ... protect and improve  the natural environment including forests, lakes, 

rivers and wildlife, and to have compassion for living creatures.'  

Similarly, we should be  honouring and respecting our Australian wildlife, rather than inventing every possible way to 

make a commercial profit from these beautiful creatures, which are not commodities, but are, each and  every one of 

them, the experiencing subject of a life.                             Christine Townend 

http://www.cites.org/eng/disc/text.php
http://www.cites.org/eng/res/16/16-01.php
http://www.un.org/en/events/wildlifeday/index.shtml
http://www.un.org/en/
http://wildlifeday.org/


  “Sustainable management” of 

Kangaroos?  27.2.15   AWPC website  

    Vivienne Ortega  

 Environment Minister Greg Hunt  (27 Jan, 2015): “The 
Australian government is involved in the management 

of kangaroos when kangaroo products are exported 

overseas under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act 1999)”.                                                                  
The EPBC Act requires that the harvest of export kangaroos 

to be “ecologically sustainable”, based on the best 

available science and conducted in a manner that avoids 

detrimental impacts on the species and associated 

ecosystems.” The concept of “ecologically sustainable” is 

fluid, un-quantitative and largely speculative. Like the word “sustainable”, it  has any meaning we like to give it, and 

it is almost an oxymoron! 

A large proportion (70-80%) of carcasses are  non-preferred female kangaroos,  indicating a likely population 

imbalance;  there are only low numbers of (the larger preferred) males available to shoot. This is of great 

concern,  as these strong adult males are needed to maintain an ongoing healthy gene pool. Kangaroos that 

survive drought are the strongest, best kangaroos. When the kangaroo industry kills them, they defy 

the natural selection process, which is clearly unsustainable!  

Population estimates from kangaroo harvesting commercial zones are used to set yearly harvesting quotas to ensure a 

sustainable kangaroo population and industry.  But there has been a documented decline in at least some 

populations of Eastern grey kangaroo (Macropus giganteus) in coastal areas where urbanisation in SE Qld is greatest; 

however there is currently no sound estimate of the extent of this decline across the region. 

 Industry figures and Queensland senator Barry O’Sullivan both claim kangaroo numbers are out of 

 control, despite population estimates that  suggest otherwise. While graziers & industry anecdotally

 report kangaroo numbers growing, estimates from Qld Department of Environment Heritage, show   

roo populations have actually declined after a peak in 2013. Unbiased ecological research will   uncover 

undeniable proof of the severe decline in the populations of Australia’s national icon. 

In the Senate  February 12, Senator Rhiannon cited  two popular myths – that there’s a “super abundance” of 

kangaroos and the iconic animals are pests. Senator Rhiannon said unquestioning acceptance of the “twin myths” had 

permitted nearly 90 million kangaroos and wallabies to be legally shot from 1975 to 2011 “for the commercial 

market alone”. The commercial kangaroo industry use their own work to produce industry-based materials and then 

present it as independent research to overseas governments and the public! 

The four most common species of kangaroo, and two of the most common wallabies can be commercially 

harvested because they are not listed as “threatened” under the EPBC Act, or State / territory legislation. So, 

when species are listed as “threatened”, then there *may* be some efforts towards recovery, but there’s no 

guarantees! So, any effort of conservation of harvested species is in hindsight, not prevented! 

Mr Hunt:- ‘ professional harvesters are licenced under the National Code of Practice for the Humane Shooting of 

Kangaroos and Wallabies for Commercial Purposes to ensure animals are killed in a “humane manner”. With no 

supervision, and “harvesting” in remote, hot, dark and dusty areas, just how “humane” it is to shoot at family mobs is 

highly questionable. The commercial kangaroo industry’s national code of practice states that when a female kangaroo 
is shot her joeys must be killed by a “blow to the head” with a “heavy blunt object”. In other words, the law 

prescribes that joeys be bludgeoned to death. 

… significant concerns are that aspects of kangaroo harvesting are not humane, particularly the 

killing of pouch young and young-at-foot. They have no commercial value, and must be caught and 

“euthanized” despite the mobility of young at-foot joeys. 

Kangaroos are Australia’s ICONIC symbol, recognized around the world. The words “sustainable” 

& “humane” regarding the commercial kangaroo industry, masks the reality of brutality and lack of 

respect for Australia’s symbol –   In Australia, the country with the world highest rate of extinctions. 

 

 

http://www.animalsaustralia.org/issues/kangaroo_shooting.php
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-20/kangaroo-markets/6028470
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-20/kangaroo-markets/6028470
http://www.farmonline.com.au/news/agriculture/general/news/hopping-mad-over-roos/2690701.aspx
http://awpc.org.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/peter-lik_Joey.jpg


Another Australian animal slips away to extinction 14 January 2015                      

Bramble Cay melomys- latest in a long line of extinct Australian 

mammals. Last July, federal environment minister, Greg Hunt, announced 

Gregory Andrews as Australia’s first Threatened Species Commissioner. 

Mission: to help avert the extinction of growing number of native plant and 

animal species. On Andrews’ appointment, a team of scientists was 

commissioned to Bramble Cay, an unstable 4-5 hectare coral bank in eastern 

Torres Strait off tip of northern Australia. Team searched for the Bramble Cay 

melomys, a small rodent recorded nowhere else, not seen since 2007. They failed to find any trace of this species, 

suggesting  another Australian mammal has become extinct. Since European colonisation, 30 mammals (more than 

10% of Australia’s mammal species) have shared this fate. Australia has one of the worst extinction records of any 

country. 

The Tasmanian tiger hunted to extinction after European settlement. Wilderness 

Gallery/AAP  More than 1,850 animals & plants listed threatened under Environment 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. For more than 800 of these we know what 
needs to be done to avert extinction. Given limited funds available, which species to 

prioritise.  How much money? Australia ranks bottom 40 countries for funding its’ share of 

global biodiversity, considering its size & wealth. Prioritising animals,plants to save is 

controversial because it implies triage - giving up some to save others. But it has to be done. 

One way is to prioritise species most threatened with extinction. Inefficiencies of this 

method are well-documented. All states & territories have complex ways of prioritising 

species. We need a national system; this was a key recommendation of 2008 Hawke review 

of Australia’s environmental legislation. Commissioner Andrews is charged with 

developing such a framework.    Conservation Challenge 

Spare thought for endangered grasses! Australian Network Plant Conservation. Tension is between iconic species, 

public want conserved (koalas) critically endangered species less well known, but as 

important scientifically, mountain mist frog, most native grasses. Jan 2014 Aust gov’t 

committed A$3 million to recover Tasmanian devils ; Qld gov’t is investing A$26.5 

million between 2012 & 2015 to recover koalas. These investments inevitably draw 

funds away from other species at risk of extinction. 

Iconic animals, such as koalas, often receive the most 

conservation funding because they are well liked and charismatic. G20 

Summit/AAP  There are also other species, such as the dugong, seabirds and coastal 

dolphins, not listed as threatened but listed under international conservation 
agreements to which Australia is a signatory. Clearly, these species need 

attention alongside the ones listed as threatened in Australia.                                                                     

                                                                                                                                   Three red buckets for threatened species 

Conservation funding should split three ways. João Kim, Milena Kim and Bob Pressey, Iconic 
and non-iconic species require different types of funding... a third category, covered by 

environmental offsets. In NZ funding for iconic species is explicitly separated from 

others, acknowledging political sensitivity of iconic species. NSW is adopting same 

approach. Australian government could consider doing likewise. Threatened species 

obtain funding from public & private purse; another source of funds is offsets. 

Developments  that affect species listed as threatened (or migratory species) must offset damage ensuring protection 

elsewhere.   

Proposed coal-mining projects Galilee basin Queensland will potentially destroy much of the habitat for the 

black-throated finch. Almost 170,000 hectares of prime black-throated finch habitat will be required to offset 

current development approvals. Offsetting has been used to a limited extent, in case of malleefowl in Victoria, and 

has been suggested for the koala. Using offsets requires rigorous overhaul of offset policies. Many threatened species, 

such as nearly 1,300 listed plants, are unfamiliar to the general public and so will not attract significant private 

funding. Threatened species that are often imperilled by development proposals, potentially requiring offsets, are both 

iconic (koalas) and non-iconic (growling grass frog). Funding from offset bucket should be directed mainly to non-

iconic species/ migratory species- ones most reliant on limited public funding. 

 



LIDL- Selling kangaroo meat in UK Duped by Kangaroo Industry  

Unfortunately people like Ms Hamilton have been duped by the industry, along with most of the scientific & 

international community,  probably unaware of serious problems with the harvest model (eg: harvest rates exceed 

population growth rates, shooting continues during drought, surveyors fly over non-shooting areas for monitoring 

program etc), and that the industry is anything but sustainable. Even though data provides clear evidence of decline, 

even govt depts responsible are yet to face facts of programs’ failure ~reality of kangaroos increasingly disappearing 

from Australian landscapes. 

People trust that govts will protect species, but as we have seen with Japans so-called “scientific” whaling program, 

govts can readily partner with wildlife exploitation industries. In the case of kangaroos in Australia this has been via 

the well-connected farming sector who have direct access and influence with political parties, who subsequently 

directed their agencies to devise a monitoring and regulatory program – remember this only happened to address 

international scrutiny of the industry, when the US listed the species as threatened in the 1980s. I do wonder if Lidl 

would stock whale meat on the assurance of whale-meat sellers and their supporting agents in the Japanese 

government. 

It will be up to organisations like Lidl to make themselves fully aware of the facts, if they are an ethical organisation 

as they claim to be (and with the assurance of their “good intentions”), but my experience with most large 

corporations with whom I have dealt is that they will continue to run a profitable line until such time as they are 

directed otherwise, or in response to community pressure. I think it would be rare for a company such as this chain to 

lead on this type of issue, which is subject to so much controversy (and which has been so profitable for everyone 

involved), even though it seems a no-brainer to you and I that kangaroos need protection after over 200 years of 

persecution in Australia, and that the outcomes for joeys are anything but humane (as shown by the recent research by 

Trudy Sharpe). Given that the bashing to death of joeys seems to be an acceptable outcome for Lidl, perhaps they 

could stock seal-meat alongside the whale- and roo-meat, as they obviously disagree with international opinion that 

clubbing baby animals to death is not OK. 

It might be worth pointing out to the company the risks associated with the meat, that the industry continuously 

glosses over. For example there are predictions there will be a Toxoplasmosis outbreak in European markets on 

account of under-cooked kangaroo meat (parasitology journals – I can find you the reference if you like), and that 

export to Europe ceased in the 1970s too, on account of Dirofilaria roemeri in the meat (a parasite with expresses in 

humans as worms developing in the eyeballs), as well as e. coli, salmonella etc. I understand that Russia has recently 

banned imports again recently. Perhaps Lidl will stop stocking it when they start getting sued by people suffering 

from infection from eating it, or maybe they should conduct some testing themselves, to see if the product they are 

selling really does meet the hygiene standards they profess to (I suspect they will be trusting the industries assurance 

of compliance).                                                                         All the best  Ray Mjadwesch Consulting Ecologist 

Lidl supermarkets  cc Justin Kerswell  Viva            Dear Mr Atherton-Ryan   Re: Kangaroo Meat 

Thank you for contacting us and sharing your views with regards to the sale of kangaroo meat in our stores. We 
appreciate that you do not agree with the concept of selling kangaroo meat. Please be assured that we would never 

offer any products in our stores that are produced under unethical conditions. This also applies to weekly food specials 

such as the kangaroo meat, which was sold in our stores as part of a weekly promotion. 

We’d like to underline that we take animal welfare and environmental protection very seriously and only 

source products that meet high standards of food safety and hygiene, animal welfare and environmental 

protection which are in line with EU and UK standards.  Assuring you of our best intentions at all times. 

 

Yours sincerely,           For and on behalf of Lidl UK GmbH 

Stephanie Hamilton 

Customer Service  
[T] + 44 (0) 370 444 1234 [E] customer.services@lidl.co.uk 

 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. For more information on our 

#LidlSurprises advertising campaign visit lidl.co.uk/surprises  

 

tel:%2B%2044%20%280%29%20370%20444%201234
mailto:customer.services@lidl.co.uk


‘Easy to get bogged down with negatives’ Craig Thomson- banning dogs in 

Mornington Peninsula National Park to protect remaining Hooded Plovers. 

  March 4, 2015 Good day Martin Dixon MP for Nepean                                                                                                                                           

I write to you today about banning dogs in the Mornington Peninsula National Park-  

You have my support on this issue, as the protection of flora and fauna (especially the hooded plover) within national 

parks is more important than that of individual’s recreational use. Besides the obvious attacks of wildlife by having 
dogs of leads in National parks, there are also less obvious impacts which are the dog’s scent and the possible transfer 

of zoonotic diseases. 

 

The scent alone of a dog in a park is enough to drive native wildlife out of an area. However if this is not enough for 

people to think twice about taking dogs into Mornington Peninsula National Park, then the fact that there may be 

zoonotic diseases certainly should.  

 

One example of this is the Australian fur seals who also can occupy beaches as the same time that of the Hooded 

Plover nesting season. Dogs and seals belong in the same family and if they were to come into contact with each other 

the possibility of the animals transferring a disease to one another is high. In this instance the best case scenario is a 

costly vet bill. 
 

No matter where, dogs off lead on beaches, pose a threat to wildlife. Animalia Wildlife Shelter had a swan come into 

care from Dromana; it had been mauled by a dog. The unfortunate bird had multiple deep lacerations in its back & a 

fracture at the base of its neck. Sadly there was nothing we could do for it and it had to be euthanised. 

If dogs are banned from Mornington Peninsula National Park it will be essential that this law is enforced and I suggest 

that any revenue raised from enforcement, is given to wildlife shelters to fund the important services they provide to 

our community and wildlife 

Kind regards   Craig Thomson  0474651292  502 Waterfall Gully Rd  Rosebud, Vic  3939  

Hooded Plover chicks die in ‘Mornington Peninsula National Park with                                                                       

fewer than 600 Hooded Plovers left in Victoria, thanks to Parks Victoria.            
At least two, recently hatched Hooded Plover chicks, have disappeared from a beach at Rye in the Mornington 

Peninsula National Park. They are most likely dead. Parks Victoria allows dogs on this beach and most people walk 

their dogs off lead. The chicks have been missing for over a week. There are fewer than 600 Hooded Plovers left in 

Victoria. The survival of this threatened species in this National Park is an indicator of the effectiveness of Parks 

Victoria in managing our states natural resources.  Malcolm Brown   0403 997 831                                                                    

seawish@aapt.net.au  Twitter: malbrown2  www.hoodedplover.com    http://shorebirdshepherd.wordpress.com/  

 Press Release 10 November 2013                                                                                                       Nine 

Hooded Plover Chicks have died in the Mornington Peninsula National Park  Their breeding season has been 

underway since mid October 2013. It is expected to continue for another four months, (March 2014). 

Unfortunately, so far this season, nine (9) Hooded Plover chicks have died in the Mornington Peninsula National 

Park. This breeding season, on the Mornington Peninsula, no Hooded Plover chicks have fledged. Most of the nine 

chicks have died within the first week of their life. 

Sadly this is expected on the Mornington Peninsula. For a number of years, over 90 % of breeding attempts in 

the Mornington Peninsula National Park have failed. During the 2011/2012 breeding season, there were around 

137 eggs laid with only three chicks surviving. That’s a failure rate of 98% ! However, these figures are now being 
questioned by members of the public and more importantly, by volunteers monitoring Hooded Plovers on the 

Mornington Peninsula.  

 

Martin Dixon Education Minister                                                                                                                                                

Shop 1 Mc Crae Plaza                                                                                                                                                                    

Crn Lonsdale St & Nepean Rd McCrae 3938  

 

 

 

 

mailto:seawish@aapt.net.au
http://www.hoodedplover.com/
http://shorebirdshepherd.wordpress.com/


Predators get the advantage when bushfires destroy vegetation Bushfires are 

a part of life in Australia, and when they have run their course we pick up where we left off and carry on.     But if you 

happen to be a small animal, surviving the bushfire is only the start of your worries.  
Eveline Rijksen- PhD candidate, Desert Ecology Research - Prof Chris Dickman Who 

gets to survive when fire ravages the food and cover of native animals?  

 Survival in recently-burnt areas is not a level playing field.                   

 

Higher chances of predation are putting our native fauna 

at risk. Bottom-up and top-down effects        The effects of 

bushfires are felt on a large scale throughout the landscape. Big fires burn 
vegetation and other ground cover, drastically simplifying, altering the 

structure of the habitat. This affects the distribution and abundance of 

animals which rely on vegetation for food and shelter. This process 

begins with bottom-up control of the ecosystem, where fire-effect is 

exerted at the level of primary producers - the vegetation- and flows upward from there. Predators are also recognised 

as major shapers of ecosystems. Their influence is via top-down regulation, which means that they exert their impacts 

at higher levels in the food chain and the effects trickle down. These effects and their consequences are best grasped 

by looking at a simplified food chain containing three distinct feeding positions (trophic levels): primary producers or 

vegetation (green), herbivores (yellow) and carnivores (red). Impact of wildfire and predators on the food chain. Each 

level relies on the level below for food. Under normal circumstances, the bottom levels contain more biomass than the 

top levels which is depicted by the size of the box. Fire reduces vegetation biomass which impacts higher trophic 
levels from bottom up. In contrast, an increase of predators affect lower levels from the top down. When both occur 

simultaneously the trophic levels in the middle get heavily 

impacted.                     Predators introduced outside their 

native range, such as feral species, can have particularly 

strong effects on native species.     

  

Deleterious impact of feral predators in Australia, 

specifically of cats and red foxes, has been well documented.                                                                           From 

predator or fire to predator and fire Bushfires and predators are subject to intense management by humans. We 

manage both forces individually, using separate plans of management like trapping & baiting for predators and back-

burning regimes for fire.        Therein lies the crux of the problem:                                          reality is that 

they are not independent ecosystem drivers and managing them as such is not appropriate.                                                                                

Fire interacts directly with predators and predators adjust their behaviour after fire. Much of our native fauna 

is threatened by the simultaneous bottom-up and top-down effects of both fire and predation.                                                                                                                                                     

Populations of small native mammals such as the spinifex hopping mouse (Notomys alexis) and the long-haired rat 

(Rattus villosissimus) seemed quite resilient to bushfires that burnt much of the area, remaining abundant immediately 

after the fire. But eventually, populations declined regardless. The decline was attributed to the onset of top-down 

control by abundant predators, particularly cats and foxes, in the area coupled with the bottom-up control of 

diminished availability of food resources due to fire. It appears that reduction in the structural complexity of 

vegetation and increased openness due to fire increases the exposure of small animals to predators, making them 

easier to detect and capture. What about the ferals?  Scientists from Deakin University investigated the interactions 

between different fire regimes and fox distribution. Feral foxes get photographed on motion triggered camera sites 

across Australia. Desert Ecology Research authors warned foxes appear to be extreme habitat generalists, able to 
endure just as well in recently burnt areas as unburnt ones. 

 

This poses a threat to Australia’s native fauna in burnt vegetation where fire has already 

reduced cover & food resources. The impact of cats is not much better. Feral cats 
actively select hunting grounds in recent fire scars. Interestingly they only do this when 

the fire has been particularly intense, leaving no pockets of unburnt vegetation behind for 

native animals to hide in. 

                                                                                                                                                       

Wild cats. To make matters worse, cats specifically select burnt areas where small                                                                                                                                             

mammals, their preferred prey, are highly abundant. These are areas of particular 

concern for conservation and where predators can do much damage, causing healthy 

mammal populations to decline rapidly. We have a problem, but it’s not all doom and 

gloom. There are ways to mitigate the interactive impacts of fire and predators. 

 

   I Have Observed the Negative Effects of Prescribed Burning 

https://theconversation.com/au/topics/invasive-species
https://theconversation.com/from-the-frontline-saving-australias-threatened-mammals-28337
https://theconversation.com/to-save-australias-mammals-we-need-a-change-of-heart-27423
https://theconversation.com/feral-felines-managing-their-impact-on-native-fauna-11757
https://theconversation.com/is-it-too-late-to-bring-the-red-fox-under-control-11299
http://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-sydney
https://62e528761d0685343e1c-f3d1b99a743ffa4142d9d7f1978d9686.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/files/66599/area14mp/image-20141208-16311-axahkh.JPG
https://62e528761d0685343e1c-f3d1b99a743ffa4142d9d7f1978d9686.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/files/66598/area14mp/image-20141208-16320-vzk9h5.JPG
https://62e528761d0685343e1c-f3d1b99a743ffa4142d9d7f1978d9686.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/files/62025/area14mp/vfd84z3k-1413498269.png
http://theconversation.com/profiles/eveline-rijksen-140696
http://theconversation.com/profiles/chris-dickman-6600


The role of LYREBIRD in fuel reduction shows how forest litter plays an important role in the 

health of the forest (‘Lyrebird dines out on its roles as fire fighter and shelter builder’, 4/3/15. The 

conservation of birds, lizards and frogs and many vulnerable and endangered species such as potoroos 

and quolls is dependent on the litter, where fungi and microorganisms in turn also help to break it 

down. Reducing these complex symbiotic relationships by burning degrades forest eco-systems and 

habitat. 

I have visited the forested ranges and high country of Victoria for 55 years and have observed the 

negative effects of prescribed burning. Often diverse moist ecosystems are converted into wall-to-

wall growth of bracken and other fire loving species, which will soon require further burning, 

degrading further into a monoculture. 

The practice creates a vicious circle resulting in a management nightmare 

and leads to a gradual change in forest characteristics to a drier and more 

uniform mix. Prescribed burning benefits should be evidence-based and 

not carried out for public perception and placation purpose.     HENK 

van LEEUWEN Lake Tylers Beach    (The Age March 6, 

2015) 

Photo by John Gould    Decision-making must be done within an ethical 

framework. There is so much conflicting data about legally sanctioned 

“arson”, and “ignoring our ethical responsibilities to fauna in the prescribed 

burning debate compromises not only their lives, but the credibility of 

scientists, and the integrity of human kind”.    

 (Peta Rakela, WA) 

The Australian continent’s fauna and flora adapted to fire over the past 

60 million years because the east coast was a vast volcanic belt that 

erupted continuously. Some plants evolved an ability to survive fire, 

but this does not necessarily mean that they thrive on fire! Aboriginal 
smoke signals may often have been mistaken for intentional bush fires, 

such as to scare of invaders, prevent them from landing, and prevent 

livestock from eating. (Naturalist, Bob McDonald) 

“The primary goal of relevant recommendations of the Bushfires 

Royal commission in regard to increasing the level of prescribed 

burning in the State of Victoria was to reduce the risk to life and 

property from bushfires, while also monitoring the impacts upon 

biodiversity of those actions”. (Image: Mallee fowl threatened by fires) 

In the drive to meet the 5% target, government agencies are burning vast areas of remote parts of 

the State, like the Mallee, East Gippsland and the North-East. However, this is not meeting the 

primary goal of risk reduction to the most vulnerable human settlements and assets…where it is 

more difficult and expensive to carry out prescribed burning.   

He recommends that                                                                                                       

“policy makers move away from a broad state wide hectare target to a risk-based 

approach that determines where to burn on the basis of where the greatest 

reduction to risk to life and property can be achieved, while minimizing the degree 

to which ecological values are compromised.” 

 

Call for compound bows to be banned as wildlife kills 

increase 13.2.2015  SMH  Eryk Bagshaw                           

http://www.smh.com.au/environment/by/Eryk-Bagshaw
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/by/Eryk-Bagshaw


The offending arrowheads Photo: G Pym WIRES  

Animal welfare authorities are at a loss to explain the cruelty that is injuring and killing some of Australia's native 

animals.  For four days in January a female kangaroo struggled through the bushes of a golf course in Grafton, 

pushing herself on until she collapsed from the loss of blood that had trickled out of her right leg. An arrow as long as 

her body had pierced her calf.  

The female kangaroo shot through the leg in Grafton in January 

Photo: P Edwards WIRES "This animal would have inevitably died 

a slow and painful death," National Parks and Wildlife area 

manager Andrew Lugg said.  

On Tuesday a mother carrying a joey was shot through the head in 

Melbourne. The arrow went straight through one cheek and out the 

other, without inflicting a fatal shot. The injuries suffered by the 

kangaroo in Grafton        Photo by Patricia Edwards 

The mother plodded around for days, the arrow's compound shaft eventually 

draining her to the point of collapse.  In a 'barbaric' case in Canberra in November, 

an unknown person shot and killed a kangaroo with several arrows, leaving the 

animal's carcass next to a barbed wire fence. Eight others have gone just as 

painfully in the past 18 months. But they are only the ones rescuers have found 

said WIRES chief executive Leanne Taylore. 

Kangaroo shot through head in Melbourne Photo: M Zabinskas Red-necked 

wallabies and wedge-tailed eagles have also fallen victim to cruelty."In these 

situations we see animals would go through horrific pain and can be alive for 

days or even weeks before succumbing to their injuries," said Ms 

Taylore."The wounds become infected and the animal suffers 

immensely. Shooting an animal in this way is considered extreme cruelty."  

WIRES Macropod coordinator Mairi Mcleod said that the incidents were 

made so much worse because they appeared to have been born out of pleasure.  "I think it's absolutely appalling that 

people feel they can do this to animals just for enjoyment, if that's what it's for," said Ms Mcleod.  Shooting an animal 

with an arrow is illegal in NSW under the the National Parks and Wildlife Act and the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals Act. 

But Greens MP David Shoebridge wants the legislation taken even further.  In July he called for the compound bow to 

be listed as a prohibited weapon. Compound bows offer approximately twice the power of a regular recurve bow by 

including a system of pulleys in their mechanics. They are used both in target practice and for hunting.  "Compound 

bows are extremely lethal weapons. They're designed to kill, and in NSW there is literally nothing regulating their 

sale, nothing regulating their use," Mr Shoebridge said. "They are weapons of death which the law simply doesn't 

touch." Compound bows are still legally available for purchase in store and online. 

Chair of Clarence Valley WIRES Patricia Edwards also called for "all arrows to be coded and traceable to each 

specific registered bow."  Archery coach Lynne Fairhall defended the availability of archery equipment.  "Archery is 

not a blood sport. There are people who go out and hunt and 99 per cent of those who go out and hunt are ethical 
hunters, are doing the right thing,"          Mrs Fairhall told the ABC.  (What’s ethical about it?) 

The NSW Minister for Police, Stuart Ayres, said that he was reviewing the prohibited weapons list.  

"Compound bows may be considered as part of broader consultation when comments are sought on the review from 

the general public, licence and permit holders and government agencies," he said.  Ms Taylore encouraged any 
witnesses to report incidents to the Police, the RSPCA or The National Parks and Wildlife Service.  "Sometimes this 

can lead to credible information about the incident and possible perpetrators," she said.  

http://www.smh.com.au/environment/call-for-compound-bows-to-be-banned-as-wildlife-kills-increase-

20150213-13d8kz.html 

 

Senator Chris Back has introduced the Criminal 

Code Amendment (Animal Protection) Bill 2015 

http://www.smh.com.au/act-news/kangaroo-killed-with-bow-and-arrow-in-amaroo-20141107-11iifu.html?rand=1423796055847
http://www.smh.com.au/act-news/kangaroo-killed-with-bow-and-arrow-in-amaroo-20141107-11iifu.html?rand=1423796055847
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-29/native-animals-being-hunted-with-bow-and-arrows/5632024
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-29/native-animals-being-hunted-with-bow-and-arrows/5632024
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/call-for-compound-bows-to-be-banned-as-wildlife-kills-increase-20150213-13d8kz.html
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/call-for-compound-bows-to-be-banned-as-wildlife-kills-increase-20150213-13d8kz.html


(Bill), with support  from Ag Minister Barnaby Joyce & Attorney-General George Brandis.                                                     

This law is backwards: rather than focusing on the perpetrators of animal cruelty, it will punish 

anyone who exposes it.                                                                                                                             

If passed, this law will effectively make it illegal for the media or activists to conduct investigations into 

systemic animal cruelty.  Learn more about why this Bill is bad for animal welfare.  VOICELESS                                                                                 

helped to defeat this type of legislation in South Australia. We are leading a national movement  against 

these laws and have plans to launch a huge campaign in the coming days – help us fight ag-gag today. 

Regarding the Fraser Island Dingoes, there are four main issues relating to the wildlife....                                                              

Too many visitors, most virtually uncontrolled.                                                                                                       

Years of incompetent management by QPWS-                                                                                                                            

Concerns about the wildlife-                                                                                                                              

QPWS have said they do surveys, but the results are not available, and who would believe anything they 

say anyway. Independent wildlife surveys (with publically available results) must be undertaken  to 

determine what species are left, if any. The dingoes need to be fed.    RIP dear Pat -    Pat O’Brien  

 Lindy Stacker  Bird loses its mate and cries 

 

9.2.2015 Save Endangered Black 
Cockatoos from Extinction                    

Target: Greg Hunt, Australian Environment Minister                 

Stop  destruction of endangered black cockatoos’ habitat 

The lives of thousands of endangered Carnaby’s black 

cockatoos are being threatened in Western Australia due 

to ongoing habitat destruction by the Australian 

government. If this unnecessary destruction continues, 

the entire species could quickly become extinct. 

At least 4,000 endangered Carnaby’s black cockatoos live 

in pine plantations near Perth in Western Australia. They rely on plantation trees for food and nesting, but 

government officials have begun clearing a 56,000 acre Gnangara pine plantation. Government officials stated the 

trees require too much water and are threatening Perth’s water “catchment” area, but their efforts to conserve water 

are at the expense of this rare species of bird. 

Carnaby’s black cockatoos can live up to 50 years and form strong bonds with their mates for the entirety of their 

lives. They originally migrated to the Perth pine plantations in the 1950s due to habitat loss, and their population has 

been rapidly declining ever since. Forcing these poor creatures from their habitat yet again will inflict unnecessary 

trauma on the already fragile species. Because the Australian government has no plans to replace the destroyed trees 

with trees that require less water, the cockatoos will have nowhere left to go.                                                                                           

Urge the WA government officials to immediately reconsider their decision to clear the 

Gnangara pine plantation and take the necessary steps to protect the cockatoos from 

extinction. 

Steven Coon sandecoon@optusnet.com.au  Victoria - Otways Koala Cull                                  
I read today with disgust in the Geelong Advertiser, 4/03/15 online that officials have killed over 600 Koalas from the 

Otways, covertly to avoid outrage from lobby groups and the public.  600 koalas, dead - they say overpopulation. Yet 

loggers are allowed to continue to destroy this small pocket of what's left of Victoria's brown, dull landscape. I 

http://www.farmweekly.com.au/news/agriculture/livestock/general-news/activists-welcome-at-farm-raid-inquiry/2723606.aspx?storypage=0
https://www.voiceless.org.au/content/5-reasons-fear-ag-gag
https://www.voiceless.org.au/content/win-animal-activists-ag-gag-fight-goes
mailto:sandecoon@optusnet.com.au


travel Geelong to the Otways in about 2hrs; it's not until I get there that I see any semblance of tree density! The 

Otways back onto the Great Ocean Road is a National treasure, and delivers mega millions of tourism dollars to Vic... 

I am ashamed to be Australian. The lack of effort on the part of the authorities is a disgrace. This is a national 

disgrace, and must be brought to the attention of ALL Australians, indeed all the world. I ask for your help in alerting 

fellow protection agencies to this genocide.  Steve Coon 

Cape Otway Koala Cull by Jodie Oliver                                                                                                

As a wildlife rescuer in SW Victoria region, I began investigating the Cape Otway Koala situation in November 2013 

when called to check a Koala on the road. There was no sign of any sick Koalas that I saw after visiting the site 

numerous times. I discovered a messy situation along Cape Otway Lighthouse Road. Over 170,000 tourists travel 

along here each year to see Koalas and visit the lighthouse with little regulation or care for Koalas’ wellbeing, 

safety. The road is a mix of Otway National Park, farming, private businesses.  

Each person in business along this road told me the same thing “the Koalas were eating themselves out of house and 

home”. This is what Deakin University wildlife and conservation biology lecturer Dr Desley Whisson said in media 

articles and continues to preach this is the main problem. Most of the public have been brainwashed to believe this. 

The Geelong Advertiser, January 16, 2014, again repeated Dr Whisson.” Now the animals were in danger of eating 

themselves out of house and home. In the past three years we’ve seen the population (of Koalas) skyrocket in manna 

gum areas. We’re looking to increase populations in forests of Stringybark and blue gum where Koalas have less of an 

impact on the trees.”  Dr Whisson has been studied this area since 2008. In this same article it stated that: 

Earthwatch’s Conversing Koala expeditions, lead by Dr Whisson, will investigate the impact of overpopulation on the 

trees and the Koalas – if they get enough volunteers (You could purchase at a coast each person to volunteer to go on 

this expedition via Earthwatch and stay and be fed at Bimbi Park).  

I have doubts about Dr Whisson’s credibility, and believe she has inherited a ‘culture’ via government that the 

Koala is the problem, and therefore considered a pest. If Dr Whisson has been studying the area since 2008, surely 

she could have alerted carers & experts the Koala was starving, and a management plan put in place! Why barricade 

healthy manna gum trees surrounding the site, knowing Koalas were starving? And why weren’t Koala carers in the 

region being called to care for the so called starving Koalas? Dr Whisson said in a recent radio interview that 

Victoria has never really had a Koala population? There were over 6 million Koala skins shipped to England in the 

30’s. Dr Whisson has made a few contradictions regarding the ‘Secret Koala Cull’, leaked by the media.  She made a  

major contradiction when she said Koalas were taken to vets to be sedated, checked before being euthanized, then 

when questioned about it not being  made public, Dr Whisson said Koalas were taken to Bimbi Park, and that the vets 

euthanised the Koalas in public.  

I witnessed sick trees. Most of the dead or dying trees were on private property, which had ‘for sale’ signs out front. 

Manna gums were affected by a soil-borne water mould (root-rot or die-back), Phytophthora Cinnamomi, which 

produces a carb/sugar that the Koala can become addicted to. There were plenty of healthy manna gums surrounding 

the dying, dead trees, and corridors they could move through. Once the tree is dead, barely any evidence of the fungus 

remains, and no mention of sick trees. Most still believe the Koalas killed the trees. Yes, some trees have been planted 

down there, but well after the situation was under pressure at least 6 years ago, when Whisson was studying the area. 

Why no mention of sick trees? Cinnamon Fungus is a pathogen that has devastating impacts on a whole range of 

indigenous flora, and only thrives in a degraded landscape.  It was Bimbi Park who had Koalas relocated from 

French Island to this area in the early 80’s. Tourism Australia and the local businesses want some of the Koalas 

kept there so they can keep exploiting them. The Cape Otway Koala cull reeks of mismanagement and 

something more sinister? And a senate enquiry needs to be called. Long-range management is needed, not dead 

Koalas, and the lack of respect for the Koala is evident and we need to give them a loud voice and better protection.  

What we can do to help Koalas is support the Australian Koala Foundation, who has been working on a new 

protection act for the Koala and are ready to present to government. Statements and information are available on their 

website www.savethe koala.com. 

We are still investigating contradictions and studies made by Dr Whission and the government bodies involved. If 

anyone has any information that may help the investigation please feel free to contact me on 0488 991 209. Thank 

you, kind regards,    Jodie Oliver 



US team to study kangaroo stress on Mount Panorama 29 December 2014  
Bathurst Kangaroo Project head, Dr Daniel Ramp, checking 

one of the motion sensing cameras  (ABC: Melanie Pearce) A 

team of United States researchers will head to Bathurst next 

year to study the stress ecology of Mount Panorama's 

kangaroo population. 

The Bathurst Kangaroo Project, partly funded by Bathurst 

Regional Council, involves researchers from University of 
Technology Sydney studying behaviour of macropods on the 

famous motor racing mount. They want to find ways humans and 

animals can co-exist safely. They're using technology including 20 

camera traps and signals transmitted from 30 darted and tagged 

animals.  Those signals are collected via 10 data loggers dotted 

across the mountain. 

 

Research leader and Director of the Centre for Compassionate Conservation, Dr Daniel Ramp, visited the US in 

November. He spoke about the project alongside discussion of interaction in US between humans and animals such as 

beavers and bears. Dr Ramp said his trip has prompted a return visit. "Some really good news actually. We've got 

some US researchers that are going to be coming to Bathurst in June; a number of students plus researchers who 
specialise in what we call stress ecology." "They look at the kinds of physiological responses of animals to their 

environment; we think that there's some really interesting things going on here." 

 

Dr Ramp said the US team will take hair samples of kangaroos, non-invasively "From those hair samples we can tell 

how animals are feeling, their well being. That's going to be an interesting component of this overall project.'' The 

Bathurst Kangaroo Project is also gaining attention after the camera traps confirmed the presence of possibly up to 

four albino wallaroos living on Mount Panorama. 

 

Dr Ramp said all kangaroos are special but the Mount Panorama population has a lot going for it. "There's some 

intricate genetics going on possibly, as it may be a little inbred because there's not much connectivity to other 

populations. But it's very special from this albinism point of view ; we're hoping to do allot more science and give that 

science back to the community so they can feel these communities are part of their community." 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-29/us-researchers-head-to-mount-panorama-to-study-kangaroo-stress/5985780 

No Longer a Roos’ World  Pam Ahern,  Edgar’s Mission May 2, 2005 Herald Sun Melbourne 

“It was a poignant moment: each of us solemnly stood either side of the fence and eyed the other, perhaps somehow 

trying to comprehend the other’s world. 

I just wanted to bundle up the young male kangaroo I had just cut free from the wire fence, take him home and tell 

him it would be all right. But his lot is freedom and his world cruel, full of lethal wire fences, men with guns and 

diminishing habitat. 

Once free to roam this vast continent, kangaroos have been reduced to fugitives in their own land, their body parts 

made into souvenirs for ignorant tourists; kangaroo paw back scratchers and scrotum purses.  

How was this young fellow to know his boundary finished the other side of the road in the national park? For several 

minutes we just eyed the other. I thought he would have jumped away much sooner. 

“Tut tutting”, he just looked at me, I was in awe. Oh, what have we done to the kangaroo? “ 

“Kangaroos produce far less human consumable meat than livestock. Our (THINKK) estimates suggest only 

three kilograms per animal is of good quality, which contrasts vastly with industry estimates of 12 kilograms. 

Taking the latter figure, a single carcass could feed 48 people with a 250 gram portion. This would require 24 

million kangaroos to be culled annually to provide one meal, for every Australian, per week.  As quotas are 

restricted by sustainable yields of around 18 per cent, this would require populations of the four harvested 

kangaroo species to reach 133 million. At no time have such populations existed. Not only is it unfeasible, but 

there would be considerable environmental implications and increased danger of crashing while driving on 

rural roads”.                       Dr Dror Ben Ami THINKK UTS Sydney 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-23/bathurst-kangaroo-project-head2c-dr-daniel-ramp2c-checking-on/5985948
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-23/bathurst-kangaroo-project-head2c-dr-daniel-ramp2c-checking-on/5985948
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-29/us-researchers-head-to-mount-panorama-to-study-kangaroo-stress/5985780
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-12-23/bathurst-kangaroo-project-head2c-dr-daniel-ramp2c-checking-on/5985948


New Conservation Science is Misguided and Too Much About Us 
...that conservation should focus on human self-interests is wrong-minded - Marc Bekoff Ph.D.  Feb 21, 2015 in 

Animal Emotions Doing conservation ‘in the name of us’ is narrow-minded, short-sighted, and misguided. 

A recent essay published in the Huffington Post by noted scientist/ ethicist John Vucetich and colleagues called 

"Should We Conserve Nature for Nature's Sake, or for Our Own? " centers on different views of where the focus of 

conservation biology and conservation science should lie. It's a brief summary of another excellent essay authored by 

Dr. Vucetich and colleagues Jeremy Bruskotter & Michael Nelson with the more "academic" title, "Evaluating 
whether nature’s intrinsic value is an axiom of or anathema to conservation (link is external)," just published in the 

prestigious journal called Conservation Biology.  

When I read these two essays I felt a glimmer of hope in countering other views on why we should value and conserve 

nature. Because both essays are readily available to interested parties my purpose here is to call attention to them 

because they are must reads for anyone interested in what we are doing and allow to be done to our magnificent planet 

"in the name of conservation." 

Professor Vucetich and his colleagues, along with other scientists, take a strong stance against an emerging group of 

conservation biologists who argue for what is called The "New Conservation Science" (NCS), a very narrow-minded, 

short-sighted view that advocates protecting environments and doing conservation "in the name of humans." Oxford 

University animal welfarist Professor Marian Dawkins likewise argues that we should value other animals for what 

they can do for us -- their instrumental value -- and that we should appeal "to people's self-interests" (please see "Why 
Animals Really Matter"). Anthropocentrism -- putting humans first and acting as if we're the only beings who count -- 

also is a bad lesson for youngsters who will inherit the messes we leave.  

A more humble, right-minded, less anthropocentric position argues for valuing, conserving nature because of its 

intrinsic value. The two essays discuss these views as does an excellent piece by Daniel Doak and his colleagues 

called "What Is the Future of Conservation?" published in a book called Protecting the Wild (link is external), edited 

by researchers George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom Butler. Valuing other animals and diverse ecosystems for 

whom and what they are, not for what they can do for us, is part of personal rewilding (link is external). The emerging 

field of compassionate conservation also argues against narrow anthropocentrism in conservation science (please see 

"Compassionate Conservation: More than 'Welfarism Gone Wild'" and a recent essay in BioScience called 

"Compassion as a Practical and Evolved Ethic for Conservation (link is external)"). 

There are far too many of us and there is no way to please everyone 

A basic fact concerning how we are destroying our planet lies in the sheer number of 
human beings who are trying to live on Earth. The major problem is that there are far 

too many of us; there is no way we can please everyone no matter how hard we try. 

While reading and digesting the above essays, a lovely new book called 

Overdevelopment, Overpopulation, Overshoot (link is external) arrived at my door... a 

book that should be required reading around the globe for people of all ages. This 

volume published by the Population Media Center . The beautiful  depressing pictures 

and sparse text make it an "easy read," and I haven't been able to step away from it for 

too long. A brief description of the book reads as follows: "Every problem facing 

humanity, from poverty to violent conflict over resources, is exacerbated by a 

ballooning human population – and so is every problem facing nature, including 

ecosystem loss, species extinctions, and climate chaos. But why is the demographic explosion and its effects ignored 
by policymakers and the media? Why do important people within the global environmental movement itself avoid the 

great challenges of the population issue?"      It's not all about us 

The Huffiington Post essay concludes: "But we cannot save everything. The resources at our disposal are far too 

limited. We must triage the crisis; that means human interests first. With that logic we land right back on the 

impoverished stance that began this essay. Crisper logic is called for. Individually we have limited resources. 

Institutions, have limited resources. Individuals & institutions must decide how to manifest care for the world on the 

basis of their abilities & the world's needs. One may help the food pantry. Another land conservancy (or be it). Neither 

can rightly critique the other. Extend that logic. We - as a human race, have plenty of resources to conserve nature for 

its sake and ours. We’re short on willpower, not resources. Triage cannot be rightly invoked in response to a shortage 

of willpower. Our humanity distinguishes us from the rest of nature. That humanity depends on acknowledging 

nature's intrinsic value. The only appropriate response to this essay's title is to shout with moral outrage what a sick 
tragedy it is to trade our humanity for survival when it is not necessary to give up either. All the while, do whatever 

you can to make the world a better place."                                                                                   

Dr. Doak and his colleagues conclude their essay: "But refashioning conservation into a set of goals that primarily 

advance human interests means selling nature down the river, serving neither the long-term interests of people nor the 

rest of the species with which we share this planet."    Amen.  New Conservation Science not only is a bad lesson 

for youngsters and future conservation scientists, but also is narrow-minded, short-sighted, misguided, and far 

too much about the major problem – us. Marc Bekoff' 
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                        Re Male killing only debate - Macro Meats  

The Australian Wildlife Protection Council (AWPC), without prejudice submits our rejection and condemnation of a 

system which is inherently cruel, has no legal mandate, is unsustainable and economically un-viable.  

The more kangaroos that are killed, the louder the call goes out to kill more                                                             The 

fact is, that what is occurring has had more negative impacts than positive results. 

If the kangaroo industry is well regulated and is not cruel, why then is there so much vocal opposition? 

In 1997 Ecologist Bryan Walters (ECOPLAN) in addressing the commercial kangaroo industry asked, “Why, if we are 
attempting to mitigate the effect of kangaroos on the pastoral industries of the temperate and semi-arid lands, are we 

predominantly killing males (70%) and retaining the breeding component of the population?” 

“Why are we profiting from kangaroos, persisting with sheep management in these fragile lands, and continuing to 

clear or alter these environments at a rate greater than 6 square kilometres each day and then pretend that we are 

caring for the land or the animal?” “This is not a program for long-term conservation; it is a program of continued 

exploitation and profit moving inexorably towards crisis.” 

From the late Mr Peter Rawlinson, zoologist La Trobe University “The Land “1983 

“Farmers Naïve about Kangaroos”                                                               
‘The man who helped convince Victoria to ban the commercial harvesting of kangaroos said that official 

culling programs in NSW and Queensland would never reduce kangaroo numbers. Dr Peter Rawlinson, a 

senior lecturer at Melbourne’s La Trobe University, said professional hunters were shooting mainly large 

adult males because this type of animal earned them the most money.’ 

 ‘As a result, the number of females in kangaroo populations was increasing and so was the number of joeys 

born each year. Mr Rawlinson said farmers were naïve to think that the kangaroo harvesting industry would 

kill large numbers of does, because these animals were the source of their income.’ 

‘He said present ’roo culling programs completely disregarded the age and sex structure of herds, and for that 

reason could not be taken seriously.’                                                                                                               

‘Mr Rawlinson is totally opposed to the culling of kangaroos.’ 

He said ‘roos were almost extinct in many areas where livestock was intensively grazed. Contrary to popular thinking, 

Mr Rawlinson said ‘the numbers of kangaroos would probably decline if commercial harvesting was abolished.’                                                                                                                              

He couldn’t understand why grazing industries tolerated the taking of kangaroos for pet and game meat because of the 

ongoing risk of substitution in beef and lamb supplies. Fox skin exports earned more each year than the kangaroo 

harvesting industry but received only a fraction of the publicity. 

___________________________________________________________________________________                          

However, it was George Wilson and all the scientists who have been telling us for over 25 years that we need to KILL 

kangaroos to keep numbers down, despite evidence to the contrary. 

(a)The kangaroo killing industry gained public tolerance because George Wilson and other scientists told the 

community that killing kangaroos was a necessary tool of management to keep kangaroo numbers down.. 

(b) During this period of time, in the early 80's Gordon Grigg and Peter Rawlinson, both zoologists, were 

polarised in their outspoken views about kangaroo management and they were arch enemies in their 

approach to what should occur.  

 Rawlinson who totally opposed commercial harvesting said, "…present ‘roo culling programs 
completely disregarded the age and sex structure of mobs, and for this reason could not be taken 

seriously.” He said ‘roos were almost extinct in many areas where livestock was intensively 

grazed.” 

(c) “Contrary to public thinking, Mr Rawlinson said the numbers of ‘roos would 

probably decline if commercial harvesting was abolished.” 

 



The Australian Wildlife Protection Council Inc (AWPC) is dedicated to the 

preservation of Australian native animals, the habitat they need to survive and 

their protection from cruelty and exploitation.                                                   

Head Office Australia : Ross House 247-251 Flinders Lane, Melbourne 3000 Victoria  

kangaroo@hotkey.net.au   www.awpc.org.au      

                  Australian Wildlife Protection Council Public Fund is listed on Environmental 

Organisations Section 78(1) (A) of Income Assessment Act 1936.  Donations over $2 + are Tax 

Deductible; receipts required by law. ABN: 85 240 279 616 AWPC is an Incorporated / not-for-profit 

Registered Charity A00112224D -  $20 Annual Membership Fee  

Name------------------------------ Address--------------------------------------- Tel--------------       

  Direct Deposit-   BSB: 063535  Account No. 10090791                          

Swift Deposit No:  CTBAAU2S                                                                           

I enclose cheque/ money order  (payable to AWPC Public Fund) 

My Bequest to help native animals: When making your Will,  always use 

correct legal name: Australian Wildlife Protection                                                                                                             

Council (Vic) Inc. and its public fund AWPC Public Fund. I give the sum 

of $...for protecting native animals from cruelty, all forms of exploitation 

and for protection and restoration of native habitat essential for their 

survival. This payment is to be made after all debts, funeral testamentary 

expenses, duties taxes and any charges payable on my Estate after my 

death.                           Stella Reid photo  

                                                                                                                       

Tax Deductible Donations: AWPC is a non-profit, non-government 

organisation that relies entirely on the generosity of its members and people sympathetic to our 

work.   Please tick the Following:                                                                                                               

$10     $20      $50      $100      $500      $1000       $5000       $10,000      Other 

      A NEW AND EASY WAY TO DONATE !!! 

       DONATIONS TO AUSTRALIAN WILDLIFE PROTECTION COUNCIL ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE 

I want to make a Tax Deductible Donation of:                                       

□$1000 □$500 □ $250 □ $25 □ $____      Other                     

I am paying by □ Cheque  □ Money Order         

□ AMEX  □ MASTERCARD  □ VISA                                     

Card No._____________________________                             

Card Name ___________________________                       

Signature ____________Expiry Date_______                         

Postal Address ________________________                      

Post Code _________ Phone___________  

Email_______________________________ 

□ Please send information to make bequest   

You may also donate by telephone                           

(03) 59 788 570 or via our website at 

 http://www.awpc.org.au                                

Your support is vital to our work. Thank you.

           I want to make a Monthly Donation of:                                                                                       

□ $25  □ $50 □ $100 □ $250 □ _____ per month                                            

This payment can be stopped at any time.            

Debit:            □ AMEX    □ MASTERCARD                

□ VISA Card No. ________________________                    

Card Name ___________________________                   

Signature _____________    Expiry Date_______                         

Postal Address ________________________             

Post Code ______ Phone___________________                            

Email________________________________                                      

Australian Wildlife Protection Council Inc                    

Lv 3  Ross House 247 Flinders Lane Melb 3000 

Vic.       Ph: (03) 59788570 Fax: (03) 59 788 302  

Mob O417 148 501      kangaroo@hotkey.net.au 
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